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Introduction
MASSUMEH FARHAD

In an arcle on the implicaons of collecng Islamic art, Oleg Grabar observed,
e art of the mosque is more difficult to collect and, in general, the arts and cra s of pie are, relavely
speaking, less well represented in collecons outside of the Muslim world. us as a first consequence of
collecng Islamic art has been that its secular or worldly side has been far more evident than its religious
and pious side.…1
Unl recently, this premise applied not only to the collecng of artworks with a religious or spirial meaning, in parcular copies of the Qur’an, but also to their display as part of an integrated art
historical narrave. To a degree, the separaon between the spirial and the profane in the arts of
the Islamic world was movated by the relave unavailabili

of Qur’anic manuscripts in the early

tweneth cenry, when some of the large public and private collecons of Islamic art were formed.2
Moreover, without adequate linguisc knowledge of Arabic, most early Western collectors were
less interested in the text, even if elegantly penned and richly illuminated, and preferred illusated
manuscripts with finely painted images, which were closer to Western sensibili and taste.3 When
the unprecedented exhibion Meisterwerke der Muhammadanische Kunst opened in Munich’s exhibion park at eresienhöhe on May 14, 1910, it included 3,600 masterpieces, artlly installed in
eigh

rooms. Among these were “500 illusated pages of manuscripts and the so-called art of the

book,”4 which included one copy of an Ooman Qur’an among Persian illusated works from the
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collec on of Friedrich Sarre, one of the organizers. A few other Qur’an fragments were on view in
a series of smaller rooms devoted to Syria and Egypt.5 In the accompanying publica on, the Swiss
scholar Max van Berchem included a chapter on epigraphy, and F. R. Mar n inoduced the arts of
the book. Mar n began his discussion with Qur’ans and their bindings, as a prelude to his brief
overview of illusated manuscripts. He explained the rela ve scarci of calligraphic works in
the main exhibi on by maintaining that they needed to be held and looked at under a magniing
glass.6 Again, the preference was for illusated texts and their figura ve pain ngs. Concurrently,
the Bavarian State Library in Munich organized a display of some 262 Near Eastern manuscripts,
of which 155 were in Arabic. Despite the impressive scale of this second exhibi on, there is lile
informa on on how the two celebra ons of Islamic art in Munich related.7
¡e philological and historical s¢dy of the Qur’an, however, had already begun in the nineteenth cen¢ry in the West, especially in Germany. A number of scholars, such as Abraham Geiger
(died 1874), and Ignaz Goldziher (died 1921), adopted a more historical approach to the s¢dy of the
Qur’an by iden ing its biblical themes. With Gustav Weil (died 1889) and ¡eodor Nöldeke (died
1930), who focused on developing a cri cal history and analyzing the forma on of the Qur’an,
scholars laid the founda on for modern scholarship on the subject in the West.8
Economic recovery a¯er World War I meant that interest in manuscripts from the Islamic world
flourished. In 1921, the American collector Chester Beay exhibited his outstanding collec on
of both European and Oriental manuscripts at his London residence,9 while in the United States,
ins ¢ ons, such as the Freer Gallery of Art, the Meopolitan Museum of Art, and the Museum
of Fine Arts, Boston, began collec ng both Qur’anic manuscripts and fragments (fig. 1). When
Arthur Upham Pope’s monumental Survey of Persian Art was published in 1939, it included a chapter
by Richard Et nghausen on manuscript illumina on. ¡e first serious discussion of its kind, it
begins with a thought´l examina on of illumina on in Qur’ans un l the fi¯eenth cen¢ry, when
the survey shi¯s aen on to the designs found in literary texts.10

1.
Folio from a Qur’an, suras
38:88, 39:1. Near East,
Abbasid period, 9th
century. Freer Gallery
of Art, F1930.60.
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A landmark event in the West for the arts of the Islamic world, including Qur’anic manuscripts,
occurred in 1976 with the World of Islam Fesval in the United Kingdom. Like the 1910 Munich
exhibi£on, the intent was to highlight the ar£s£c and cul¤ral con¥ibu£on of a region where
Islam had predominated.11 In Munich, the objects had been organized geographically and focused
on masterpieces, while at the Hayward Gallery in London, the fes£val’s primary venue, some

2.
Section from a thir-part
Qur’an, sura 21:21–24.
Iraq, Baghdad, 1307.
Museum of Turkish and
Islamic Arts, TIEM 538,
ff. 151b–152a (cat. 23).

650 objects were grouped thema£cally to s¥ess the uni of the ar£s£c heritage of the Islamic
world.12 «e Hayward installa£on had a sec£on on the “Arts of the Book,” which comprised some
140 works, including a number of Qur’ans, detached folios as well as bindings from the ninth to
the fi°eenth cen¤ry. «e sec£on, however, was primarily devoted to illus¥ated manuscripts and
pain£ngs, ¥acing their slis£c evolu£on from the eleventh cen¤ry to the nineteenth cen¤ry.13
Following the Munich model, the fes£val also included a separate exhibi£on on Qur’ans, held
at the Kings Library of the Bri£sh Museum. Drawn from Bri£sh, European, and Near Eastern
collec£ons, it included 150 works da£ng from the eighth to the nineteenth cen¤ry. In one of two
accompanying catalogues, Mar£n Lings lamented the inaccessibili of Qur’ans to the general public.
…yet even a page of script, impressive though it can be in black and white, loses far more than is generally
realized without the nts of paper and the ink. What then is to be said of those ll-page illuminaons
which, apart from their formal excellence, must be counted amongst the greatest masterpieces of colour
that man has achieved.14
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e ll-color publicaons to this exhibion inoduced the principal characteriscs of Qur’anic
calligraphy and illuminaon and highlighted the sumpous materiali of the manuscripts to a
wider scholarly and general public (fig. 2).15 Encouraged by the success of these exhibions, in 1980
the World of Islam Fesval Trust supported the exhibion Qur’ans from the Chester Beay Library,
Dublin, which feared some of the finest works from this collecon. e catalogue was another
important step in underscoring the cenali of Qur’anic manuscripts to the arts of the book of
the Islamic world.16 With the greater accessibili of these works in the West and the accidental but
foritous discovery in 1972 of a cache of early Qur’anic volumes, bindings, and other religious documents in the Grand Mosque in Sana’a, Yemen, interest in Qur’anic manuscripts burgeoned.17 Since
then, a new generaon of scholars on both sides of the Atlanc has placed Qur’anic manuscripts
in a broader historical context. ey have explored the slisc and orthographic characteriscs
of early scripts18 and have examined regional sles, codicological feares, and offered detailed
analysis on individual Qur’ans.19 Recently, some sdies have also adopted a more interdisciplinary
and comparave approach20 or considered the “a§erlife” of the manuscripts.21 e 2003 conference
Word of God, Art of Man: e Qur’an and Its Creave Expression also explored the ansformave
arsc role of Qur’anic text on other media.22
e recent publicaons of Qur’ans in public collecons, such as the catalogues of the Bibliothèque naonale in Paris, Museum für Islamische Kunst in Berlin, the Brish Library and
the Bodleian Library23 in the United Kingdom, coupled with those in major private holdings,
such as the Khalili Collecon, 24 fostered research into the codicological, religious, and arsc
importance of the Qur’anic manuscripts. Although this essay focuses primarily on the sdy of

3.
Two sections from a
thir-part Qur’an, suras
68:42–69:16. Near East,
Umayyad period, before
750. Museum of Turkish
and Islamic Arts, Istanbul,
ŞE 80, f. 41a (cat. 2).
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Qur’ans in the West, efforts to publish some of the outstanding collecons in the Middle East,
such as those in Jerusalem, Jeddah, Manama, Mashhad, and Istanbul have also allowed for a more
comprehensive understanding of the range and depth of the subject. 25 e 2010 exhibion and
bilingual catalogue sponsored by the Museum of Turkish and Islamic Arts (TIEM) inoduced to
the public highlights of its unparalleled collecon of Qur’ans and early fragments (fig. 3, cat. 2). 26
Apart from the exceponal arsc quali and importance of the works, the inson itself enjoys
a fascinang history, as discussed in Edhem Eldem’s essay in this catalogue. e Qur’anic manuscripts, together with the other precious objects in the collecon, were once endowed to religious
insons throughout the O£oman Empire and then brought together in Istanbul in response
to polical rmoil at the beginning of the tweneth cenry. e formaon of the Museum of
Turkish and Islamic Arts offers a unique glimpse into the creaon of an O£oman naonal and
culral iden in the first decades of the tweneth cenry.
e growing interest in the sdy of Qur’ans is gradually ansforming the field, but much work
is sll needed to understand their codicological, paleographic, and art historical complexies over
a period of thirteen hundred years. Sll, recent scholarship has encouraged a more comprehensive
and integrated approach to the secular and the spirial, which together have shaped and defined
the arsc heritage of the Islamic world.

e Qur’an and Its Materiali
e ¥ndamental orali of the Qur’an is inherent in the fist five verses of sura 96, the very first
to be revealed to the Prophet. Known as al-Alaq (the Clot) or Iqra’ (Read!), it begins with the following command:
Recite (or Read!)
In the name of thy Lord and Cherisher, who created —
Created man out of a (mere) clot of
Of congealed blood:
Proclaim! And thy Lord is Most Bounl — …
e term “Qur’an” is derived from the term qara’a, i.e., to recite or to read, which ¥rther affirms
the oral nare of the Divine Message. It comprises a series of revelaons of varying lengths,
which were ansmi£ed by the angel Gabriel to the Prophet Muhammad over a period of twen
years. From its incepon, therefore, the Qur’an was meant to be heard and repeated orally, and
its inimitable euphony and literary quali has been regarded as proof of its divine origin. 27
According to one hadith, the Prophet claimed, “Embellish the recitaon (al-qur’an) with your voices
for the beau¥l voice increases the beau of the Qur’an.”28 Such oral elaboraons also lent the
Qur’an its singular aesthec quali, which became a power¥l force among the “early listeners”
who converted to Islam. 29 In reference to the Qur’an, Navid Kermani maintains, “No other text
has given rise to so many exeme a£estaons of such an intense recepon. ose who believed
in its message found the sound of the Qur’an nothing short of divine, we are told, while its opponents took it ‘merely’ as spellbinding magic.”30 To preserve the oral aesthec of the sacred text, its
cadence, sound, and pronunciaon were regulated according to the ilm (science) of tajwid, which is
pracced to this day. Tajwid, which means “making beau¥l,” is a way for Muslims to preserve the
beau of the Word of God as it was revealed to the Prophet Muhammad. According to Krisna
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4.
Large Qur’an in the
Mashhad Ali, Cairo,
with conservator
Muhammad Sayf
al-Shazli.

Nelson, “Tajwid preserves the nare of a revelaon whose meaning is expressed as much by its
sound as by its content and expression, and guards it from distoron by a comprehensive set of
regulaons….” It comprises different modes and adions, which rther enhance the inherent
beau of the Message.31
Notwithstanding the cenali of the Qur’an’s oral dimension, which is repeatedly reinforced
in the revelaons, the text also frequently refers to the act of wring and the pen. In fact, the fourth
verse of sura 96, tled Recite (Iqra’), proclaims, “He who taught the use of the Pen; Taught man
that which he knew not,” thus linking verbal and texal ansmission. ¡is concept is expanded
elsewhere in the Qur’an, especially in sura 68, al-Qalam (the Pen), which was probably the second
revelaon, following sura 96.32 It begins, “Nun; by the Pen, And by the (Record) which men write.”
It is also through the act of wring that the deeds of men and women are recorded (Q 18:49), and
the pen is referred to as an insument for recording God’s words:
And if all the ees on earth were pens,
And the ocean (were ink),
With seven oceans behind it,
To add to its (supply),
Yet would not the words
Of Allah be exhausted … (Q 31:27)
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Although scholars are unclear about the date when the orally ansmied Qur’an was recorded and
codified, it occurred someme aer the Prophet’s death in 632.33 To differenate between the fluid
oral Qur’an and the fixed wrien codices, the laer were referred to as mushaf (plural: masahif), a
term derived from the Arabic term suhuf, meaning “page” or “book.” One of the first steps toward
recording the Divine Revelaon was to inoduce orthographic consistency and clari¨ to the
Arabic script and ensure that the basic shapes used for more than one leer as well as the long and
short vowels were disnguishable. According to Daniel Madigan, “One might say that it was the
kitab [the wrien corpus of the wisdom and knowledge of the Qur’an], that was responsible for
the development of wring because the script was required to regulate the sounds being made in
the recitaon of God’s speech. In this sense, the wring was the servant of kitab’s orali¨.”34 ®ese
orthographic reforms took place during the rule of Caliph Uthman (reigned 644–56), and copies of
the so-called Uthmanic Qur’an were sent to Damascus, Kufa, Basra, and Mecca, where they became
the basis for later copies (fig. 4). ®e process was not an easy one, for a number of scholars objected
to the addion of diacrical marks and vocalizaons, while others opposed the inoducon of
any new elements, such as verse markers or sura headings to facilitate reading. ®ese individuals
saw the early anscripons of the Qur’an as memory aids, “dra copies,” made of the consonantal
forms intended for recitaon.35

had been sufficiently regularized and the text codified to allow passages to be adapted to different

5.
Folio from a Qur’an,
sura 114:1–4. Near East,
Abbasid period, 9th
century. Museum of
Turkish and Islamic Arts,
TIEM ŞE 43/2 b (cat. 3).
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During the reign of Umayyad Caliph Abd al-Malik (reigned 685–705), the script was gradually
standardized, and soon the Qur’an became the most frequently copied text in the Islamic world. By
the eighth cen¹ry, Qur’anic inscripons were no longer confined to parchment alone; the script
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surfaces and materials, as is evident from the impressive epigraphic inscripon on the Dome of
the Rock, completed in 691.36 Over me, scholars also underscored the benefits of reading from a
mushaf, and as Travis Zadeh points out, “with the surrounding rial accouterments already in play
during the second/eighth cenry, such as the cover (khabi‘a) and the cushion (sāda) for the mushaf,
it is not surprising that later sources detail complete sancficaon of the codex … as the wrien

6.
Single-volume Qur’an,
suras 32:24–33:2. Iran,
Timurid period, ca. 1440.
Museum of Turkish and
Islamic Arts, TIEM 41,
f. 241a (cat. 34).

form comes to represent the material ace of the divine.”37
Early Qur’anic codices were copied on parchment, referred to in Arabic as raqq, riqq, or jild,
and were made from the cleaned and cured pelts of goats, calves, and gazelles but mostly sheep.
Frequently, hundreds of pieces of parchment had to be obtained, cleaned, cured, and matched,
su¢esng the immense expense of preparing even one copy. Based on the extant folios of a
monumental early Qur’an in the Bibliothèque naonale (BNF Arabe 324), François Déroche
determined that the manuscript originally comprised some six hundred folios, each one using the
hide of a single animal.38 ¬e cost of parchment also may explain why some folios were scraped
down and reused. 39 ¬e impressive scale of some early Qur’ans and the generous spacing of the
lines in the smaller, mulvolume copies su¢est that by the first cenries of Islam, the adion
of creang visually impressive codices was already well established, and no expense was spared
in the process (fig. 5, cat. 3). 40
Paper and papermaking, which had been invented in China, aveled westward to Cenal and
West Asia in the eighth cenry, where it was first adopted for chancery and official documents.
By the tenth cenry, paper also was being used for other texts and smulated an unprecedented
literary efflorescence, from the sciences and theology to history and literare. 41 In most regions
of the Islamic world, paper became the preferred support for Qur’anic manuscripts and prompted
the development of new regional wring formats and s¶les. Calligraphers and illuminators experimented with new materials, including colored sheets, inks, precious minerals, and pigments, and
sived to heighten the aesthec appeal of Qur’anic manuscripts, ansforming them into objects of
art (fig. 6). Most important, the availabili¶ of paper encouraged calligraphers to regulate and refine
Arabic script ºrther and experiment with new s¶les. Having ansformed wring into “beauºl
wring,” or calligraphy, worthy of anscribing the Word of God, early scripts, such as kufic, the
“New S¶le,” or “eastern kufic,” were used and ºrther refined for anscribing Qur’anic manuscripts
unl about 1200 when they gave way to more cursive s¶les, such as naskh. ¬e legible and finely
proporoned script was allegedly inoduced by the calligrapher and vizier Ibn Muqla (died 940)
and ºrther perfected by the versale Abu’l-Hasan Ali ibn Hilal, beer known as Ibn al-Bawwab
(died 1022). Together with the stately muhaqqaq, naskh became the preferred calligraphic s¶le for
anscribing the Qur’an. Kufic, a vesge of the past, was relegated to ornamental chapter headings,
while a bolder script, known as thuluth, was reserved for monumental inscripons on buildings
and objects but also was employed to indicate headings in Qur’ans and other texts (cat. 34). 42
As fixed, codified texts, Qur’anic manuscripts needed certain sucre and order. A¿er all,
they were anscripons of a series of revelaons of various length with no clear narrave or
uniÀing thread. To that end, illuminators devised a decorave vocabulary, which began with
simple geomeic bands to disnguish the 114 suras but gradually grew into an elaborate and
inicate system that marked the text and allowed for easier reading and recing. ¬ey developed
a repertoire of mofs to signal verses (aya, plural: ayat), chapters (sura, plural: suwar), and primary
divisions (juz, plural: ajza’) of the Qur’an as well as other subdivisions, ranging from marking
the fi¿h and tenth verses within each chapter to indicang the middle of the Qur’an. ¬ese
illuminated aide-mémoire also served as the principal means of ornamentaon and a pretext for
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embellishing the Qur’anic mushaf. ey amplified the beau

of the Divine Message, and together

word and illuminaon created a visual equivalent to the ansformave sensory effect of recitaon. e mastery of the script and the inicacy of the illuminaon ansformed the volumes
into physical works of art. 43
Unl the fourteenth cenry, calligraphers were at mes responsible for both text and illuminaon. It has been proposed that Ibn al-Bawwab both copied and illuminated his Qur’an in
the year 1000–1001 (AH 391), while al-Hajj Majd al-Din b. Ahmad al-Afifi al-Qazvini, idenfies
himself both as the calligrapher and illuminator of an elegant Jalayirid copy (cat. 27), completed
in 1385 (AH 787). 44 As illuminated designs became more complex and more prolific in Qur’anic
manuscripts, especially a¨er the fourteenth cenry, the art grew into its own special , with
illuminators proudly signing their designs, as is evident from the Mamluk Qur’an (cat. 37), dated
1313–14 (AH 713), which is signed by two illuminators.
Much like a reciter, who relayed the oral beau

of the Qur’an with his care©lly modulated

tone and cadence, the calligrapher and illuminator used their arsc skills to underscore the
endless graphic potenal of the anscribed Word of God. By diligently selecng their tools and
materials; by varying the size, format, script, and mofs; and by calculang the width of the lines
and their relaonship to each other, with each manuscript, arsts created a new version of the
fixed and codified Divine Message. Much like the reverberang sound of the reciter, their efforts
©rther ensured the proliferaon of the wonder inherent in the Word of God.

Qur’anic Manuscripts and eir Disseminaon
A¨er Caliph Uthman’s efforts to codi¯ and disperse copies of the Qur’anic text, the historic adions remain silent on who were responsible for its ©rther disseminaon in a rapidly expanding
Islamic world. Although a considerable number of secons, fragments, dispersed folios and complete
manuscripts have survived from the first cenries of Islam, none of the published examples prior
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7.
Section from a Qur’an,
sura 22:76–78. Syria,
Abbasid period, before
911. Chester Bea¼y
Library, Ms. 1421,
ff. 1b–2a.

to the tenth cen ry includes a colophon with a date or the name of a paon or calligrapher. Several
early fragments, however, are inscribed with the names of individuals who donated the copies to
mosques and shrines as endowments (waqf; plural: awqaf). According to Islamic law, waqf refers
to proper or its yields used in ust for the upkeep and maintenance of a religious ins on or
other religious purposes.
One of the most celebrated early examples of a Qur’an as an endowment is the already menoned mulvolume and now dispersed copy inscribed with the name of Amajur, the governor
of Damascus from 870–78 (AH 256–64). Among some two hundred folios housed today in the
Museum of Turkish and Islamic Arts, two are dated to 876 (AH 262); one endowment deed states
that Amajur donated the thir-volume Qur’an to an unidenfied mosque in Tyre in present-day
Lebanon, where it was to be kept in boxes. 45 ¦is dated waqf inscripon also establishes a terminus
ante quem for the compleon of the volumes, or at least certain secons (ajza’), and as François
Déroche has pointed out, allows for the development of a chronology (see fig. 3, page 64). Based
on other published Qur’an fragments, the Amajur Qur’an was not the only endowed early copy;
a thir-volume copy was also endowed to the mosque in Damascus in July 911 (AH Dhu’l-qa‘da
298) by Abd al-Mum‘in ibn Ahmad (fig. 7), 46 and the earliest extant Qur’an copy in the collecon
of the Shrine of the Imam Reza in Mashhad was endowed in 973–94 (AH 363) by Abu’l Qasim Ali
ibn Nasir al-Dawla Abi al-Hasan Muhammad ibn Ibrahim ibn Simjur, a descendant of Simjurid
governors of Khorasan during the Samanid dynas (819–999). 47 ¦ese inscripons suµest that
donang Qur’anic manuscripts to religious ins ons was considered a highly presgious act,
which was care¶lly recorded.
As Qur’ans changed hands through gi·, purchase, or boo, their movement connued to be
documented and commemorated with inscripons and seals, establishing the “biography” or lineage
for each text. For example, an elegant Il-Khanid Qur’an from 1340-41 (AH 741) was endowed by
Mihrimah Sultan, the daughter of Sultan Süleyman, to the mosque of her power¶l husband, the
vizier Rustam Pasha (cat. 26); another copy, dated 1286–87 (AH 685) and wri¼en in naskh by the
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renowned calligrapher Yaqut al-Musta‘simi (cat. 21), was endowed by the Ooman sultan Mahmud
II (reigned 1808–39) to the tomb of his father, Sultan Abdülhamid I. According to its inscripon, a
monumental Safavid copy, completed in 1599 (AH 1007), was endowed in 1719–20 by the Ooman
sultan Ahmed III (reigned 1703–30) to the tomb of Ayyub (Turkish: Eyüp). While seals and inscripons mark temporary ownership of these manuscripts over the course of cen¡ries, the iden¢ of
the individuals responsible for commissioning the works in the first place is not always known.
In the selecon from the Museum of Turkish and Islamic Arts, the excepons are a number of
Qur’ans associated with power§l individuals, such as the Il-Khanid viziers Rashid al-Din and Sa‘d

8.
Endowment deed from
a thir¢-volume Qur’an.
Calligrapher Ali ibn
Muhammad al-Alawi
al-Husayni. Iraq, Mosul,
Il-Khanid period, dated
November 1310. Museum
of Turkish and Islamic
Arts, TIEM 540, f. 5a
(cat. 24).

al-Din and the Mamluk sultans al-Nasir Muhammad (1294–1340) and Qa’itbay (reigned 1468–96).
In these examples, the ex libris also menons the intenon or desnaon of the manuscript: °e
impressive thir¢-volume Il-Khanid Qu’ran (cat. 24) was commissioned by the two Il-Khanid
viziers as a gi± for the ruler Uljay¡, probably for his newly cons´ucted mausoleum (fig. 8), while
the two Mamluk sultans intended their copies for their respecve ´easuries (cat. 37, 40). Like the
later added endowment notaons, the ex libris emphasize the importance of disseminang the
works as public ges¡res of pie¢, devoon, and respect.
Frequently, endowment notes and documents include specific ins´ucons that explain the
donors’ moves and the public use of Qur’anic manuscripts. According to the endowment deed for
his enormous tomb complex known as the Rabi‘ Rashidi in Tabriz, Rashid al-Din (died 1318), the
Il-Khanid vizier under Ghazan (died 1304) and Uljay¡, employed twen¢-four Qur’an reciters and
ten orphaned apprences. °e text specifies that around the clock three of them should take ¡rns
reading from the short minbar (pulpit), separated from the tomb by a screen. In the evenings, fresh
candles would be lit, and the space was per§med “so that the sweet smell pervaded the tomb and
pervaded the reciters’ noses.”48 °e historian al-Maqrizi (died 1442), reports that Sufis (Muslims
praccing an esoteric interpretaon of Islam) would gather on Fridays at the mosque of al-Hakim
in Cairo, where the shaykh would dis´ibute copies of the Qur’an for them to read before the call
to prayer. 49 In 1325, when the North African ´aveler Ibn Bat¡ta was in Cairo, he visited a Sufi
re´eat (khanqah) and also observed that secons (juz/ajza’) of the Qur’an were dis´ibuted among
the Sufis. Each one was assigned a different secon so that the enre Qur’an could be read.50 °e
endowment deed of the Süleymaniye Mosque, built by the architect Sinan for the Ooman Sultan
Süleyman (reigned 1520–66), also provides invaluable insight into the meculously orches´ated
and care§lly con´olled religious life envisaged for the imperial complex. °e remarkable document
menons some 213 reciters, eulogists, and salaried worshippers, of whom 173 were tasked with
reading aloud specific chapters at set mes in different parts of the mosque complex throughout
the day, every day. For example, parcular groups were tasked with recing sura 6, al-An‘am, and
sura 67, al-Mulk, while others were responsible for recing sura 36, Ya-Sin, a±er morning prayer,
and sura 3, al-i Imran, following the a±ernoon prayer.
Other mosques also ensured that the message of the Qur’an was omnipresent. Nurbanu (died
1583), the wife of Selim II (reigned 1566–74) and Süleyman’s daughter-in-law, employed some 148
Qur’an reciters at her mosque in Üsküdar, which was built between 1571 and 1586. °ese individuals
were responsible for ensuring that the sound of the Qur’an permeated the building at all mes,
creang a power§l soundscape. Here too specific chapters were recited a±er morning, noon, and
evening prayers.51 As certain chapters were repeatedly chosen for recitaon, Ooman calligraphers
began to fashion special volumes comprising those select passages. Such volumes became known
as En‘am-i Sherif as they usually began with verses from sura 6, al-An‘am, which was preceded by
al-Faha, and followed by other chapters. Although the order varied, the volumes usually concluded
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with the last chapters of the Qur’an. With the complex program of recita on in the later cenries,
such volumes allowed for greater regulariza on and efficiency.52
Even if the Qur’ans endowed to religious ins  ons were used principally for public recita ons
or as mnemonic devices, they oen lfilled other nc ons. In circa 1062, the Fa mid caliph of
Egypt al-Mustansir (reigned 1036–94) presented Ali b. Muhammad al-Sulayhi (reigned 1047–67),
who had founded Sulayhid dynas¡ of Yemen, with an impressive two-volume Qur’an, copied in
gold thuluth script. Although the exact reasons for the gi are not stated, the manuscript may have
served to commemorate officially al-Sulayhi’s ll religious and poli cal legi macy by al-Mustansir
(cat. 14). When Uljay commissioned one of the largest and most lavish thir¡-volume Qur’ans for
his pious founda on at Sultaniyya, the gesre served as a tes mony to Il-Khanid poli cal, military,
and religious power. As Uljay was also a recent convert to Islam, the endowment publicly
confirmed his new faith and devo on.53 Likewise, the monumental copy of the Qur’an at¨ibuted
to the reign of Timur, the founder of the Timurid dynas¡ (reigned 1370–1405), was intended to
symbolize the poli cal power and military might of the new dynas¡. For the secluded women of
the O«oman court, the prac ce of endowing religious complexes and fine copies of the Qur’an to
mosques and tombs played a cen¨al role in defining their social iden ¡. Nina Ergin explains, “the
audience was cognizant of link between the space in which they listened to Qur’anic recita on,
the pa¨on sponsoring, the recita on program, and the message conveyed by the verses chosen.”54
Such acts of endowment made the royal women visible and lent them a powerl “voice” in the
public sphere, which was otherwise closed to them.55
Whether designed as a monumental single copy or a mul volume work, the manuscripts’
sizes, formats, and materials also carried singular importance as they gave Qur’ans a dis nct
visual presence. Although the division of the text into smaller volumes probably was prompted
by prac cal considera ons, it meant that God’s Message now could be physically disseminated
and made visually accessible to a larger group. ²e importance of Qur’anic manuscripts as tangible
objects, even as relics, was already evident in the rials that grew around the Uthmanic copies
in the eleventh cenry. According to the historian al-Maqrizi, once a week in the Grand Mosque
of Damascus, worshippers could behold the volume, which was brought out of its box. Only the
ruler had access to it at all mes and could touch it. In his descrip on of the Grand Mosque of
Cordoba, the twelh-cenry historian al-Idrisi claimed that,
To the le of the mihrab is a room … in this store there is a copy of the Qur’an which required two men
to li it because of its weight. In it, there are four leaves from the Qur’an of Uthman b. Aflan, the one
which he wrote with its own hand on which are drops of his blood. is Qur’an is taken out every morning
by two men enusted with the task from among the employees of the mosque. A third man precedes them
with a candle. e Qu’ran has a cover of splendid workmanship decorated with the most unusual, fine,
and amazing decoraon. In the place of prayer there is a stand upon which it is placed, and the imam
then undertakes to read a hizb [half a juz] from it. en it is re rned to its place.56
²e complementary roles of the visual and the oral/aural manifesta on of the Qur’an was not
limited to the celebrated Uthmanic codices but became an integral part of the Islamic ¨adi on.
Although the Qur’an was to be heard, read, and internalized, it was also to be seen. Following the
death of Süleyman in 1556, a war of succession ensued. In order to invoke divine blessings and
establish calm, illuminated Qur’ans on stands were on view at all mes in the mausoleum of the
sultan’s deceased son, Mehmed (died 1543). When the vizier Pertev Mehmed Pasha, an official under
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Sultan Süleyman and his successor Selim II, built his complex in Izmit, the endowment included
six large Qur’ans on wooden stands that were to be put next to the mihrab, the most visible part
of the mosque.57
When not in use or on display, Qur’anic manuscripts were kept in elaborate boxes and chests,
suesng that they were sll visible and present at all mes. According to the twelh-cenry
author al-Maqqari, the folios from the Uthmanic codex in Cordoba were kept in a mechanized box;
when the key was rned one way, the Qur’an would appear, and then it would disappear when
the key was rned in reverse.58 Even if apocryphal, this descripon of the box adds to the aura
of the folios and the special rial orchesated for the believers to see it.
Few Qur’an boxes made prior to the fourteenth cenry have survived (see cat. 3), but extant
Mamluk and O¡oman examples confirm their importance in the later medieval period. While some
early examples are “box-like,” rectangular, and covered with elegant inscripons,59 others assume
the form of imposing, large-scale ¦rnishings, which do more than merely protect the volumes.
Inspired by architecral forms, several of the O¡oman examples are domed and elevated off the
ground, which gives them a sense of scale and a commanding presence (cat. 64, fig. 9). Others
are elaborately decorated and inlaid with ivory and mother-of-pearl, which also draws a¡enon
to their form and sucre. ªe varie« in s«le and shape of surviving boxes suest that they
were “made to measure” for specific Qur’ans and donated to various insons with the volumes
already inside.60 Surviving examples were found in imperial mosques and mausoleums, suesng
their special stas or at least their associaon with grand public insons. Margaret Graves
recently argued that the shapes of Qur’an boxes can be formally and concepally equated with
Chrisan reliquaries and Muslim easuries (bayt al-mal), such as the one that sll stands in the
Great Mosque of Damascus (see fig. 1, page 62). As heirs to the Byzanne Empire, the O¡omans
must have been familiar with the appearance and purpose of reliquaries and may even have possessed some examples.61 It can be argued that as miniarized easuries in both form and ¦ncon,
extant O¡oman Qur’an boxes both protected the volumes and reminded worshippers about the
omnipresence of the Word of God, even when it was not visible or audible.
As discussed earlier, at least since the ninth cenry, individuals took great pride in endowing
copies of the Qur’an to religious insons. In part, such gis guaranteed the disseminaon of
the Divine Message but also served as public expressions of an individual’s religious senments
and, in the case of a member of the ruling elite, his or her power and authori«. A gi of a Qur’an
was intended to secure divine blessings (baraka). According to Joseph Meri, the concept “lay at
the foundaon of Muslim and Jewish concepons and percepons of the sacred.”62 In words of
another a scholar, “barakah, as an ideology as well as a set of diverse culral pracces, spanned
the fluid, uneasy boundaries between scripalist, mosque-centered Islam and the more popular
or local Islamic beliefs, offering authori« and religious stas…[to those not in the religious hierarchy].”63 ªe Qur’an maintains that all Muslims can sive for divine blessings, which they can
a¡ain by following the righteous path (Q 7:96), but only God can bestow those blessings (Q 41:10).
By performing the five pillars of Islam — praying, fasng, pilgrimage to Mecca, alms giving, and
acknowledging the profession of faith, the shahada — as well as other more popular rials — such
as vising certain sacred spaces, making vove offerings, and, of course, building mosques,
madrasas, and hospitals — men and women could obtain baraka for themselves or the communi«
at large. Some individuals, such as the Prophet Muhammad, his descendants, other prophets, and
saints, were also privileged with baraka because of their righteous acons.64 Similarly, certain places
(especially those associated with the Prophet) or objects (such as his sandals or his coat [burda])
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were believed to have protecve powers. For Muslims, the Qur’an itself is the embodiment of a
divine blessing. Sura 6:155 maintains, “And this is a Book which we have revealed as a blessing:
so follow it and be righteous, that ye May receive mercy,” and again in sura 38:29, we read, “Here
9.
Qur’an chest. Turkey,
Ooman period,
ca. 1525–50. Museum of
Turkish and Islamic Arts,
Istanbul, TIEM 5 (cat. 64).

is a Book which We have sent down unto thee, ll of blessings, at they may mediate on its
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Signs, and that Men of understanding may Receive admonion.” By reading, recing, and hearing
as well as seeing the Word of God, Muslims could partake in its charisma and hope for protecon
and salvaon. Baraka is considered spirial, percepal, and emove, rather than concepal.65
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Granted, the Uthmanic codices enjoyed
a special stas as the prime embodiment of
baraka, but in fact all copies of the Qur’an are
repository of divine blessings.

e associaon

of a volume with a certain revered person or a
sacred locale, however, could potenally heighten the sense of baraka. For example, secons of
various Qur’ans, wrien in kufic, include the
“signare” of Ali ibn Abi Talib, the Prophet’s
cousin and son-in-law as well as the first Shi‘i
imam (cat. 11), or that of his son Imam Husayn.
ese ascripons were added later, especially in
Safavid Iran, where Shi‘ism was declared the
state religion at the beginning of the sixteenth
cenry.

e fragments linked with Imam Ali, the

Shi‘i imam and his descendants enhanced the
importance of the volume and bolstered Safavid
legimacy.66 In the sixteenth cenry, Ali was
also idenfied as the originator of both calligraphy and illuminaon, which rther linked
him to the arts of the book, especially Qur’ans.
Other Qur’ans carried special baraka because of their provenance.

e colophon of an

elegantly illuminated Ooman volume dated
1571 (cat. 61) states that it was £anscribed in the
prayer room of the Prophet’s mosque in Medina,
the desnaon of Muhammad’s migraon from
Mecca and where he received many of the longer
revelaons (fig. 10). By singling out the volume’s
specific place of producon, the anonymous
calligrapher certainly intended to enhance its
spirial presge. Although as individuals,
calligraphers and illuminators were not a posion to bestow blessings on a Qur’an, their skill
in £anscribing and embellishing it, like the talents of a reciter, enhanced the physical manifestaon of the Divine Message. Some Ooman scribes collected the lampblack of oil lamps in
Istanbul’s Süleymaniye, for they believed it carried the mosque’s blessing.67 By £anscribing the
Qur’an, calligraphers would partake in its blessings and, in rn, disseminate its spirial at£ibutes.
Sultan Mahmud II (reigned 1808–39) ordered the temporary £ansfer of an early fourteenth-cenry

10.
Single-volume Qur’an,
suras 113, 114. Arabia,
Medina, Ooman
period, 1577. Museum of
Turkish and Islamic
Arts, Istanbul, TIEM 161,
f. 257a (cat. 61).

Qur’an by the celebrated calligrapher Abdallah al-Sayrafi, a well-known sdent of Yaqut, from
Gebze, on the northern shore of the Sea of Marmara, to Istanbul.

e intent was to repair the

manuscript, but the sultan also wanted to see it and probably also enjoy its blessings (cat. 25).
Huma Sultan — wife of Ferhad Pasha (died 1595), a vizier and accomplished calligrapher who had
sdied with the celebrated master Ahmed Karahisari — endowed a copy of a Qur’an £anscribed
by her husband to her own tomb. She believed that reading from that parcular copy would bring
her special baraka.68
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ese and other manuscripts were deemed exceponal because of their material and aesthec
characteriscs. eir physical and perceived spirial atibutes also partly explain their selecon
for endowment to special insons. Complemenng the oral ansmission of the Divine Message, they were visual manifestaons of the power and blessing of the Word of God. Each me
a calligrapher created a new mushaf, he or she repeated, reaffirmed, and ansmied the Qur’an
anew and maintained its cenali in the lives and aspiraons of believers. In rn, these folios
and manuscripts — from the earliest surviving fragments on parchment to the monumental and
lavishly illuminated volumes of later cenries—represent some of the most important arsc
expressions in the Islamic world.
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